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Whether your Android phone has a great camera or something mediocre, there are a lot of apps on Google Play that will help you take the best photos possible with it. We think camera ZOOM FX is the best of these options as well as it packs powerful features, but it will help you learn to take better photos as well. Camera ZOOM FX is
still our favorite camera app for Android, but it's been a while since we reviewed its features, checked out the competition and explained why it's still our pick for the best you can get. Camera ZOOM FX has grown a lot over time, but the competition is strong, but we still think it deserves a nod. Here is a fresh look. Camera ZOOM FX
Platform: Android Price: $2.99 Hardware tweaking options including auto focus and tap-to-focus mode white balance to download page features, Night shooting mode, ISO, focus meter, exposure, contrast, saturation, further gestures and multi-touch support (as long as the hardware supports it), pinch to zoom, tap and tap to tap and tap
on the shotBurst shooting mode that supports customizable grid overlays up to 20 shots per second (thus making use of a third of the rules, golden ratio, or other configuration techniques horizontal level indicators ( You will never take a tilted photo again) stable shot meter and shooting mode (with crosshairs flashing red when the camera
is moving) customize all the hardware buttons on your phone and assign them to the camera function. For example, support self-timer voice and sound active trigger for long exposure with time lapse shot zooming in volume adjustment: silent photography and shutter sound control tilt shift, vignette, LOMO, retro, toy camera, polaroid
photo preset to speak to clap and take photos, 40 different photo filters and effects one touch par Real-time digital zoom for socialization Automatic detection of photos when taking photos using GPSPreserves EXIF on your phone and other metadata in your photos Collage shooting mode, including crop, rotation and other non-destructive
photo editing features, facebook instant collage of photos you just took, You can add it to Twitter, Flickr, and downloadable skin packs, borders, frames, props, shutter animations, and other add-ons. This app does a great job of providing an end-to-end photography, editing and touching as you like, adding effects and other post-
processing, and sharing it with your friends on the web or on Twitter, Facebook, or any other app you want to push your photos to. Even if you don't use editing or tweaking features, it's still a great camera appConfiguration tools, timer, sound control shooting mode, and settings to help you take the best possible photos on your Android
device. It's really those configuration tools that send camera zoom FX on top. Many camera apps have stickers, frames, and filters, which are fine if you enjoy using them, but this can actually help you build better photo habits by teaching you a third of the rules, looking for the golden ratio of shots, and ensuring the level of the horizon. In
stable shooting mode, make sure that no photos are blurry or out of focus, and tap focus always highlights the objects you want to focus on. Best of all, every single one of these features is that it is refreshing and easy to use. A lot has changed in the world of Android camera apps since we were first crowned camera ZOOM FX as a
favorite, but what hasn't changed is that we've added new features, improved existing ones, and not dropped support for older devices or different hardware. It is the developer's commitment to update the interface and layout of an already good camera app. Camera ZOOM FX is still a winner, usually a bargain (sold frequently with at least
40% off) and a huge improvement on almost every stock camera app. We keep trying other apps and we still think this is the most powerful. It's a short camera zoom FX is great, but it's not perfect where it falls. As several other camera apps have stepped up to include, hdr shooting mode has been missing for a long time and you can't
take panoramic shots even if your hardware supports panoramic shooting. It's a bit awkward, but given the app's extensive OS support (Android 1.6 and later), it may have something to do with it. Still, given that other camera apps definitely have these features, it's a bit of a bit of a go-to on the side to find them missing. It is important to
remember that Camera ZOOM FX is at best a camera replacement app, even though it is going to do a little bit of every bit. What it does, it works, but if you're looking for all the filters and plenty of photo effects beyond what's available here, you should take a look at some of the apps below. Similarly, if you need more detailed editing and
post-processing capabilities, see elsewhere. However, we're talking about camera apps, not personalization apps or photo editors, so both are fine. The competition camera FV-5 ($4, free Lite version) has been around for some time, but only recently has it been enough to really pay attention. It was packed with tons of features and the
developers moved towards adding useful shooting features over filters and effects. You can control hardware settings such as white balance, exposure time, aperture, and metering, and the viewfinder also has an RGB histogram.In real time. Useful features of other apps introduce all the useful features of other apps, such as tilt shift
shooting, autofocus, tap focus, long exposure support, works, etc. Its only drawback is that the interface becomes a bit overwhelming as a result of all the features. Vignette ($3) is still around and is a kick and is a great option if you are looking for an elegant shooting interface and more filters and post-processing effects than you can
shake a stick. It looks great, it's a pleasure to use, and you can do a lot of things that other apps can do here, including tilt shift photos, cross-process, duotones, LOMO, toy cameras, and more. The only drawback of Vignette is that it is elegant and convenient, and it is a little lighter even in features and shooting mode. Still, if other camera
apps over-do it and still need to step up from inventory, give it a try. Camera 360 Ultimate (free) has grown from the old Camera360 app, which was most prominent in its HDR shooting mode. The latest version still has it there, along with some other useful features like photo effects, quick sharing, phone mountable Sony lens support, and
a very easy-to-use interface. The interface is great for guiding you to the type of shooting mode you might want, but the problem with the app is that it gradually becomes bloated, quagmire with less useful features and has little to do with taking good photos. It's also the size of a storage hog that weighs in at 21mb. The focal camera
mentioned above (free) is well known as the camera bundled with CyanogenMod. It is available as a standalone download and packs features like pack HDR shooting, panoramic shooting, photosphere, burst shooting mode, self and auto timer, and many more. It's a bit buggy on some devices, definitely still in beta and doesn't support
anything running less than Jelly Bean 4.2, but if you want HDR or panoramas, it's worth a look. Android (4.1+): Focus, camera app from CyanogenMod is a pretty powerful photo and video shooting Continue reading Your default camera app is a little different on all phones (Motorola is different from HTC's) but generally they don't offer
tons in a way of power. Some are better than others and incorporate tap-to-shoot or tap-to-focus, and some give you those delicious hardware settings like white balance control and exposure time too, but they are often buried in the menu if they are there at all. They do in a pinch and they are certainly competing, but their only advantage
is their simplicity (it's great, sometimes). These are obviously not the only camera apps out there, but they are certainly the best. If you use something we don't mention, please share it with us in the comments. Also check out our list of the best photosFor Android for a more amazing app. The camera of your Android device may vary from
exceptional to terrible depending on the model. Lifehacker App Directory is a new, growing directory of recommendations for the best applications and tools in many categories. Gone are the days when writers were scribbling their thoughts on sturdy paper with pen and ink on their side. Thanks to the wonders of technology, are pens
replacing styluses and paper now? If you are both a writer and an Android user, check out some of the best Android apps we have prepared for you. Undeniably, one of the most downloaded apps on the Android market is Evernote. This app allows you to record almost anything, even from photos and videos to your own voice. Write
important notes, pin photos, create to-do lists, set voice reminders, and more so you don't miss anything. And the best thing is to save you a subtle time by syncing all your notes to your PC or tablet with snaps. Evernote is free for limited storage. Of course, you have to pay for more space. Another great Android app for Evernote writers
for Android on the app Brain Springpad is Springpad. This award-winning app allows you to take notes, record voice reminders, create to-do lists and search for products, movies and locations through its very user-friendly interface. You can also use the integrated web clipper to store things from the Internet and search for details of any
product through the barcode scanner provided within the app. It's innovative, sublime and something that will take your writing to the next level. The best part is, it's free. Springpad for Android in app Brain Notepad Simple has just gotten easier. SE Notepad is a simple, lightweight and fast app that allows you to create and edit notes on
the spot. Try this ingenious app to experience the sheer pleasure of writing on your Android device! Considering Notepad is also one of the hottest notes to take apps on the Android market today, Notepad free.SE for Android on AppBrainFreeNote, FreeNote is a memo app with a unique solution by combining manual handwriting and
keyword input. Users love the app for its flexible features. You can even draw illustrations using this app. Other features include audio, photo and video support, calendars, alarms, and to-do lists. This app works perfectly with a stylus pen. Free Note is another noteworthy Android app that notes everything for Android on app Brain Writer is
Writer. James McMinnDevelop very sophisticated word forwarding with a clean interface. The app also has markdown support and a view of statistics. The Writer app is very simple and clean, so if you have the opportunity to work on development, you don't dare add anything. And our favorite part? AppBrainWrite Writers for Android:
Tablet Tablet Notepad/Journal If you use more Android tablets than your smartphone, we would like to introduce you to writing: Tablet Notepad/ Journal app for Android. It has tons of amazing features that you will certainly love. This is basically a minimalist text editor for tablets. Writers will love this app because of its word count feature
and full screen mode. It also features autos saving, character count, on-screen keyboard and physical keyboard support via Bluetooth. What's more, you can tap your finger to see your notes in the last edited first order, or share or send your notes to blogs, emails and other apps like Evernote or Springpad. But the only catch is the price.
On Android Market.Wikipedia this app learns more about the app in the official Wikipedia app for the Android platform. As a writer, you must have used Wikipedia a lot in your writing. That's right. Wikipedia is the world's largest encyclopedia at your fingertips. With over 20 million articles in more than 280 languages, Wikipedia is your single
source of information and facts. You can search and browse wiki pages, read featured articles, view random pages, send articles, and find Wikipedia articles based on your GPS location. Wikipedia for Android will always be free. The most basic principle of being a leading Wikipedia writer for Android on AppBrainMindjet is a clear
organization of thought. But often thoughts are hard to find and there is a strong need to map those ideas first before actually penning them. Mindjet is a free app that provides mapping tools including notes, links, colors and various icons to help you get the job done. So you can plan and organize these rough ideas before you actually
write them down. In order to improve mindjet writing skills for Android for Android on AppBrainKindle, the writer must always read exceptional content to increase his skills and creativity. And what better way to do it using a Kindle? Kindle for Android allows you to search, download and read all your favorite books on your smartphone or
tablet. What's more, you can sync all your Kindle books to your desktop through Amazon's cloud space. Kindle for Android allows you to bookmark your pages as well as highlight them for future writing. The book is of course not free, but the app is. Kindle for Android on AppBrain Google Docs We would also like to include our favorite



Google Docs in the list. If you're hugeOf Gmail products, then you are no stranger to Google Docs. Now you can read and edit saved documents directly from your Android device through this app. UI/UX still lacks some improvements, but it's a very useful app, especially if you want to save a lot of documents in Google Docs.Google Docs
for Android in AppBrainDocuments to Go, a great alternative to Google Docs is to go docs. This app is all within one app that allows you to view and edit Microsoft Office files (Word, Excel &amp; PowerPoint) from your Android toy. That's why it's one of the best-selling office apps on the Android market. The app is available in two different
versions - a free limited edition and a full version with more features. AppBrain advanced English and thesaurus A thesaurus/document going 3.0 main app for Android on dictionary is the Bible equivalent for aspiring writers. Now, you don't have to look over the dictionary page anymore. This app pays homage to more than 1.4 million
words and allows you to search for almost any English word on it. Interestingly, this app also provides adjective forms for search words, separate from participating noun forms, verb forms, and hyperlink entries in their synonyms. As a writer you can get this for free in advanced English &amp; thesaurus Android market for Android on
AppBrainUrban dictionary, it is very important to stay in sync with the current language. Perhaps you are already using urban dictionaries. Too bad for me, I had to update my vocabulary, so I was actually forced to use the app. But hey, Urban Dictionary has an updated list of words and terms that you hear from this world at first until you
find its actual meaning. With this innovative app, you can stay similar to the definition of all the terms frequently used by today's teenagers that you wouldn't find in a regular dictionary. Thanks to Tim Clark, the urban dictionary for Android is now here for free. Urban dictionaries for Android on AppBrain classic text to speech engine require
proofreading, no matter how dexterity and eagerly written. With this app, you can convert your sentences into audio files that sound natural. The classic text-to-speech engine app supports word wording in more than 25 different languages. When you read the content out, you know exactly if the content is relevant. Yes, it's free. Classic
text to speech engine for Android on AppBrainSpell checker The best writers definitely have perfect grammar and vocabulary. But they are not perfect. They make mistakes - many. Work sometimes can be just a typo. So writers need to constantly edit and proofread their work. Now you can check your work on the go with the spell
checker app. You can run the content to ensure that you get the work done.Frees you from spelling and grammar errors. What's more, it means entering text through voice recordings. Spell Checker for Android (+Voice) on AppBrainWunderlist probably wonders why we included Wunderlist in our list. Well, I have one reason. The reason is
that I use this app a lot to track all my writing tasks. As a writer, it's very easy to get lost in a sea of challenges and topics. I found my solution on Wunderlist. Wunderlist, now available on Android, helps me better manage my writing tasks so that I don't have to miss that deadline. Wunderlist is definitely the best task manager out there. In
addition, developers are also very responsive and supportive. And hey, did we mention that it's free? AppBrain Wunderlist Task Manager for Android on Best Wisdom Quotes is the best wisdom quoting app another must have. As a writer, it's very important to stay inspired and motivated. This app features a coveted collection of over 3000
finely selected quotes from the best famous leaders and philosophers of our time. You can search by category or author name, and you can also share quotes via popular social networking sites. I love this app especially because it is free. Best wisdom quote - free for Android on AppBrainVoice recorder It's not all the time to carry pen and
paper with us. In your daily life, we usually come across some random thoughts and ideas that we want to pen down. If journalists and bestselling writers use voice recorders to help them get back on track, why not us? Thanks to the voice recorder app for Android, you can now record those thoughts in the form of voice memos so that you
can write and deal with them after being in a comfortable position to write. After AppBrainRead Voice Recorder for Android for Instapaper you read an interesting article on the Internet and you want to keep reading it, but there is no time. What's the solution? But how? I'll read about the Insta Paper app for Android later. We use this app a
lot to store interesting news topics to write about. It is fast, free and very easy to use as well. For InstaPaper for Android in AppBrainPenzuI, I've been using Penns for a year, but so far it's the closest thing to a real journal or notebook. When the developers finally released Penzu for Android, I was thrilled because I can now write my daily
diary from my Android smartphone. Overall, I appreciate it. But I think Android apps need more work. Also, you just need to go pro to sync your notes. It's a bit frustrating. However, if you already have a Penzu account, it is a good idea to get this app from android market. But don't expect too much. Finally, we would like to include a drop
box for Android on the app Brain Drop Box. Dropbox makes it easy to sync files and notes on your PC, phone, or tablet.App. Basically, this app is perfect for saving all the documents so that you don't have to bring them all with you. With Dropbox, you can upload and download files anytime, anywhere, save photos and videos for your
blog, and save email attachments to your Dropbox account. By default, Dropbox offers 2 GB of free storage space. It is also a great way to back up your files. Drop box for Android on app brain app brain
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